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About This Game
In this turn based RPG for Windows you play as a young mercenary and travel from soul to soul to avenge your fiance and her
family. While finding a way to change the flow of past events, you will encounter many obstacles and meet new allies. Will you
be brave enough?
This game aims to revive nostalgic moments for good old RPG fanatics (such as Chrono Trigger, Final Fantasy 3...). Our game
has no game over screen; once the hero dies, his soul is sent to the underworld, to meet the Soul Giver. At this point, it is
possible to re-embody a new body (therefore several choices of classes: Warrior, Assassin, Mage, Hunter ...). In addition, once a
character masters a technique, it is learned permanently in the mind of the hero. It is therefore possible to transfer a warrior's
ability to a magician. This leads toward interesting gameplay combinations.
What makes the game unique and fun to play:
- Dark, mysterious and ever-changing storyline
- Unique class & death system
- High replay value.
- Various treasure hunting.
- Easy crafting system
If you are a fan of old good RPG games, this one is surely for YOU!
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Title: Memories of a Vagabond
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Darkelite Studio Inc
Publisher:
Darkelite Studio Inc
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2014
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 8/7/Vista/XP (32 or 64 bit)
Processor: Pentium 4 2.8GHz
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: Video card with at least 32MB of RAM
Storage: 190 MB available space
Sound Card: Integrated Sound Card
Additional Notes: Logitech/Xbox 360 controller or a keyboard
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memories of a vagabond gameplay. memories of a vagabond. memories of a vagabond badge. memories of a vagabond
download. memories of a vagabond review. memories of a vagabond indiegala. memories of a vagabond free. memories of a
vagabond steam. memories of the vagabond. memories of a vagabond walkthrough
A very relaxing and engrossing puzzle game!. How I got the Game: Crafted a badge and got a coupon for this game. I used it,
got this game, and didn't touch it for a while.
I live streamed this game to 100% completion in one sitting after finding out that Antichamber killed my stream. I beat this
game in about 37 minutes and 100% it in an hour. While playing through the game I had a reviewing mindset on and noticed
things that would go into the review below.
Controls: 10\/10
Simple S & D to move, Space to jump, and Shift to shoot. You can continue holding down the Shift button to keep shooting.
Story: N\/A
This is a 2-D platformer shooter that has no story. I would compare it to Mario, but this has even less story than that, so I won't
score for this category.
Weapons and Power-Ups: 4\/10
There are two power-ups on the game. Both of them increase shooting speed (I think so, it wasn't that memorable though) while
also changing the look of the projectiles. The problem with the Power-Ups: You can collect the first power-up again after dying
in the stage with the already collected power-up. The original power-up stays with you, and collecting it again counts as getting
the second power-up. This makes the game broken in some aspects.
Characters: N\/A
There is only one character in the game, and they don't have a backstory because of the previously mention lack of story.
Character Design: 8\/10
The character sticks to the same design that is present in the rest of the game, but there could have been more added to make the
character more visually appealing.
Enemies: 7\/10
There are four enemies in the game. One shoots at the player and the shots go through walls. Another jumps at you, and can
jump far. The third flies at you, and is harder to hit. The last one is the 3rd enemy with more health. There could have been
more variety.
Enemy Design: 7\/10
Same ideas as the Character Design section. There could have been more done with the reskin than just a palette swap.
Level Design: 1\/10 BAD BAD BAD
There is a great amount of thoughts I have on this subject. To begin with, the layouts for the levels is very much like the Give
Up series on the PC. You start with a basic level, with more obstacles being tacked on as you progress. In Pixel Shooter, there is
an immense amount of the stuff that added doesn't even interfere with how you played the level previously. There are no secrets
within the levels, which means that if you recognize the layout, you know where to go without the need for exploration.
This game commits the unfortunate crime of enemy spam to make the levels more "challenging" and "interesting." This can
overwhelm a player going through the game when a level they thought they knew had four enemies placed right at spawn. On
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top of that, there is only two tiles in the game (ground and spikes), meaning that the level is even more bland because of the lack
of variety. It is even worse when you notice how many times the tiles are misaligned by a tiny bit. There a floating spikes, small
pointless gaps, and other mistakes! There is 22 levels in the game.
The Final Level\/Boss: 2\/10
As mentioned previously in the Level Design section, the repetition of levels with added stuff is here. Unfortunately, the part
where most of that stuff doesn't mean anything to the player also shows. During my playthrough, I was surprised on how simple
the solution was. This wasn't a good final level, and I feel that overall the work on level design was severely lacking.
Achievements: 4\/10
There are 5 achievements in the game, with one being to play the game for an hour (why I had to play for an hour to 100%),
while the other four were awarded to the player every five levels they completed. They are supposed to be given at level 5, 10,
15, and 20. Instead, they are given at level 4, 9, 14, and 19. This means that 4\/5 achievements don't even work the way that they
are supposed to.
OST: 5\/10
There is only one piece to the soundtrack, and while it did keep repeating, I never had it bother me. There just needs to be more
in the game.
Overall Score: 5.3\/10
This game feels incomplete. The achievements are broken, the power-ups are broken, the levels weren't made correctly, the
character is bland, the enemies are bland, the tiles are bland. There is a large amount of bad here and a small amount of good. I
do not recommend this game to people.. Very good game, I've had a blast so far! :D Good amount of quests and stuff to do
Pros
- Good levling system
- Solid Combat
- Alot of Quests
- A fair amount of different units to choose from
Cons
- Some enemy doesnt scale up after a while of gameplay
- Some enemys scale so hard that I find them unbeatable even with Slow and blind spells taking them down 1 pack at a time
- No way to get a proper amount of gold per turn to keep your army combat ready
8\/10 it need some balancing patches. Look, i've posted good reviews, i've posted bat ones, but this may be the only review that
i've had trouble deciding on weather it's good or bad. FFOW is a game that i bought for $5 because it was on sale. Although
made in '08, FFOW presents us with aspects ahead of it's time. I mean, i own Call of Duty: Black Ops 2, and i instantly saw
aspects of that here. But honestly, the only part that makes me indecisive here, is the fact that they seem to have canceled the
multi-player. This may just be my own computer, but it looks like it's over (As is the case with some other older FPS games,
some of which would have had merit had the designers bothered to keep the servers up) It is a nicly made game with good
concepts, but all-in-all, 7/10.. So it's just me, or this game isn't playable at all right now. Getting to the main menu is all she
wrote. Keyboard isn't recognized.. If you like the game I would recommend this pack because 400 bars(Not enough to buy any
heroes but you can buy a few skins or save them until you buy more bars if you do) Plus 3 heroes, One of each class plus they
are fairly good. And it is only 10 bucks.
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Fun wuld be alot better if you could turn of the HUD.. horribly optimized. Really need to improve simulation speed after the 5th
edition of it staying the same.... This game is nothing but horrible from the start. It doesn't load well, taking quite a few minutes
to load different screens such as settings. I never actually got to even play the game at all because it took over 30 minutes to load
4 different screens just to set up the game to play, and then the game itself never began.
Take it back to the drawing board.. This is one fine piece of DLC released by virtualTracks (do note it was not made by DTG
nor RSC), the map contains a lot custom builds and very high quality stations. Of course every TS game have issues, so the
problem with this map is that it is no longer maintained, not even updated. DO NOTE, THE MAP IS NO LONGER
UPDATED! But, there is a good news, the creator of the map releases third party upgrades for the map with his
website that you can download to upgrade the track and fix a lot of oustanding issues and to add QuckDrive
capabilities.
Other then the major issues with the upgrading process, the second problem is the quality settings that we are enforced
to abide by else we won't see sections of the scene that is right before us. Some users have to set their settings really
high in order to be able to see certain builds and bridges, this can of course cause issues for most of us with mid-range
PC's.
So yeah, I'll rate this 9 out of 10 just due to the upgraded LZB system, quality of stations and the scenery that feels
really nice. You can go and buy it at any time but I would recommend to buy it when it's on sale.. THINGS IT NEEDS:
Mod support
Ability to add sounds
Better user interface
MORE SCREAMING NOISES! I WANT PEOPLE IN PAIN DAMMIT
7 / 10 hope the developer updates it often. Played this to death as a kid. Still get nostalgic returning to it, and definitely
worth a punt, but much harder than I remember.. Subarashii!
DIE DIE MANTHINGS
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